
I am an engineer, traveler and photographer with a passion for 

landscape and urban photography. I am happy to have turned my 

hobby into a personal business while I still enjoy it and do not con-

sider it a work. My focus is on sharing my experience by the means 

of quality photographs and engaging stories and offering my read-

ers and subscribers the best experience and proper information and 

tips about the places I have visited. Selling photos is another 

branch of my business which attracts good interest.  

www.andrey-andreev.com/ 

andrey.andreev.photography@gmail.com 
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ABOUT ME 

MY WORKS 

This blog was born in 2011 from the idea of sharing about my trips. 

With some hard work on improving my photos and my equipment and 

with the help of my wife which is a journalist and PR consultant I 

managed to build a well-respected website which today offers its 

readers premium experience with quality photographs, engaging sto-

ries and useful travel tips. At the end of the day, my main purpose is 

the satisfaction of my readers and helping them build their perfect 

trip (or at least enjoy the places from distance). 

Although my first idea was not selling photos, through the years I re-

ceived many requests about it, mainly from corporate clients willing 

to use one or more of my pictures. I have always been happy if I can 

meet my clients’ needs so it became a branch of my business too. I 

mostly sell publishing rights for available photos but I am also happy 

to work on special assignments for taking pictures of particular ob-

jects, cities, etc. 
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Having a well-developed blog and two very popular Facebook pages, 

together with my photography skills gives me the opportunity to offer 

variable services to my clients and build partnerships based on mutual 

benefits.  

 

PARTNERSHIP 

If your business is somehow related to the topic of my blog—tourism, 

photography, travel, etc., you are always welcome to write me and 

present me with your idea of building a new partnership. What I could 

offer is a presentation of your company or products on my pages, for 

example hotels, restaurants, photography equipment or anything else 

related to my interests. However, everything I write about is some-

thing I have experienced personally. For example, if you have a hotel, 

you might want to invite me to stay a few nights and show me around 

so I have the material to write an interesting and engaging post about 

your place. If you are selling photo equipment, you might want to let 

me test it before I write about it. These are just examples, feel free to 

present me with your idea of partnership and I will be happy to dis-

cuss it. Just mind that I never write about things I do not know and 

have not seen and experienced. For an example, see this post: 

http://www.andrey-andreev.com/en/snowy_velingrad/ 

 

SPONSORED LINKS 

Implementing sponsored links in ready posts is a popular service re-

quested by my clients. Another option is placing your logo at the Part-

ners section - http://www.andrey-andreev.com/en/partners/. Please 

take a look and feel free to make a suggestion where you would like 

to place your sponsored link.  

 

Bonus: Social media reach. I  share every new  post on my so-

cial media pages, most notably on Facebook - Andrey Andreev Pho-

tography and Tourist sites of Bulgaria.  

 

PUBLISHING RIGHTS FOR PHOTOS 

If you want to use any of my photos for advertising, publishing or any 

other purpose, I will be happy to issue you the needed permission 

against a respective fee. The price depends on the purpose of use of 

the photo, the size of the photo, the expected circulation and the 

number of photos you would like to buy. There is no flat rate but I 

usually do not sell photos for under 50 EUR. 

 

SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS 

I am open for cooperation of special assignments, for example taking 

particular photos on selected areas, cities, objects, etc., as soon as it 

is related to travel and landscape photography. I do not  take assign-

ments for weddings, children or family photo shoots. Find an example 

of such cooperation here: 

http://www.booking.com/destinationfinder/cities/bg/sofia.bg.html?

aid=357023;label=gog235jc-city-bg-bg-sofia-unspec-bg-com-L%

3Abg-O%3AwindowsSnt-B%3Achrome-N%3AXX-S%3Abo-U%

3Ac;sid=4c0f31a13e3120663cf933905fa85bfd;dcid=12;dsf_source=7

;tags=25 

WHAT I OFFER 
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PORTFOLIO 

To begin a cooperation, please contact Andrey Andreev at 

andrey.andreev.photography@gmail.com 

www.andrey-andreev.com/ 

andrey.andreev.photography@gmail.com 

facebook.com/andrey4o 

facebook.com/Andreey.Andreev.Photography/ 
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